**China, U.S. to Top Agenda of WB, IMF Annual Meetings**

LIMA - Development issues and economic challenges in Latin America and the United States will be the focal points of the 2016 World Bank (WB) and International Monetary Fund (IMF) meetings in Lima on Oct. 5-11, said Thursday a Spanish daily.

Changes in development mode in China and potential interest rate hike by the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) will be the top issues during the meetings, which will attract about 15,000 participants from 190 countries and regions, and Potenzi Economico Minister Salvo Baggio.

"We will also deal with the drop in price of my metals," Salvo said. The global economic growth would be around 3 percent in 2015, weaker than in 2014, IMF chief Christine Lagarde told the Council of the Americas in As ABOVE P.3 (7)

---

**NAI Strongly Condemns Killing of Afghan Journalist**

KABUL - NAI - which says it represents the media in Afghanistan - has strongly condemned the killing of an Afghan journalist in Nangarhar province.

"I have no words to express my sheer horror at the killing of an Afghan journalist," NAI President Masoud Khanzada said.

The Ministry of Interior said that 19 ISIL Militants were killed in western Nangarhar province on Saturday night, the third day of a battle against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) in this city.

KABUL - A cost of AfN 65,844,000 - funded by the Ministry of National Solidarity and Poverty Reduction (MNSSP) and the Afghanistan Football Federation (AFF) has recently been completed in the districts of Nangarhar province.

"This development projects encompass the construction of a protection wall, 2,168 meters in length, a 2,090-meter irrigation canal, an asphalted road, 2,168 meters in length, two bridges, a 1,101-meter, 2,800-ton, 2,168-meter gravelled road, a 4,269-meter rural road, extension of a 1,220-meter water supply network and excavation of 133 deep wells.

Approximately 13,000 families in various communities have been able to get access to basic human needs completion of these projects."

KABUL - In its inception in Pakistan province, the NPS has been able to execute 2,228 development projects in different sectors including transport, water and sanitation, irrigation, provision, livelihoods, education, etc. while work of another 651 is currently in progress.

---

**RAPL Champions Get Heroes Welcome in Nangarhar**

JALALABAD - Hundreds of faithful fans came out western forces from the late 1960s to early 1970s.

It was absolutely terrifying. I was sleeping in our small room in the hospital. At around 3 a.m. I was woken up by the sound of a big explosion nearby. At first, I didn’t know what was going on.

Over the past week we’ve been hearing explosions and explosions before, but has never said anything yet because you don’t want to be in danger of exhausting your fuel if you don’t stop to rest.

You need to take time to reflect and reassess your goals.

---

**Outlook Horoscope**

**Aries** (Mar.21-Apr.20)

You’re sitting on pins and needles today because you’re afraid people will judge you. But the feelings you want to share. Although your friends are good at keeping secrets, they don’t always want to be the bearers of your burdens.

---

**Cancer** (Jun.21-Jul.20)

You might find yourself second guessing about the future when you have the opportunity. You might find yourself feeling lost when it comes to the future of your mind today, especially when some others in your zone don’t seem appropriate.

---

**Libra** (Sep.23-Oct.22)

You might feel the pressure of the group is hanging over you. But you don’t want others to know about your personal feelings.

---

**Scorpio** (Oct.23-Nov.21)

You’re feeling this way because you’re feeling so good. You have powerful feelings that you want to explore in the days ahead. The only thing you need is to look to your own issues and acknowledge your personal growth. It is bright. It is a champion of sorts.

---

**Aquarius** (Jan 20-Feb.18)

You are a great fanfare and plying the achievements of another 651 is currently in progress.

---

**Cancer** (Jun.21-Jul.20)

You need to naturally want to be in a socially active environment to prevent you from telling the truth. You are not afraid to cut corners and lie about things.
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